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If your phone has been lost or stolen and you don't have any installed tracking apps, you can now find your Google mobile phone thanks to its free Android mobile service. The telecommunications giant provides you with a website where you can see your phone in real time and an app to search your phone from another device. How to
spy on your mobile locator Initial Settings Although all Android operating system terminals can use a free Google tool, multiple premises are needed for the service to work properly. Older phones there are many smartphones that do not have immediate access to location features. Typically, new mobile phones already have a widget at
the top of the screen to enable GPS location. If in your case your phone doesn't have this option, follow these steps: Go to the Google Swipe Settings button until you find the Location Option Acciona tab is off and click Share Location with Google Select The first option to activate your location Now you can track your cell phone with
Google New Mobile accounts In which case the procedure is very simple, just swipe the top menu of the mobile phone until the shortcuts appear on the image. Touch the Location feature so your device is connected to Google through your Gmail account. Searching your cell phone on Gmail Tracking your phone on Gmail is very simple,
from a Google account you can find any number of devices related to it. You will see them all on the map on the portal. Here are the steps to see your phone in real time: Go to the official site for Android Enter email and password (the one which you are active on a lost or stolen mobile phone) You will instantly see your terminal on a map
located if you have an active location Use 3 features to communicate with a lost cell phone Video find the mobile phone number google Maps to search mobile Gmail Basic features It's all commands that you can perform to communicate with the lost device thanks to Google Maps loc: Find Google cell phone on the map This is a feature
you have to find the device. It would kind of like placing a mobile phone on Google Maps, although the interface is different. When your terminal appears on the map, a notification similar to it will arrive: In addition to being able to find android mobile Gmail, that warning message can have a deterrent effect for the thief. So you can feel
localized (this is really the case) and it's very likely to get rid of the phone quickly as well as the current function of knowing how to cell phone in real time. Activate the sound After pressing this button it will automatically trigger the alarm at full volume on your phone, even if it is in vibration or silent mode. Possible uses of this feature: You
know that your phone is nearby, but you can't find it, you turn on the sound and you quickly discover it someone has it near you, you scare it, and you can restore the device to activate the lock by clicking on this option you will completely lock the phone so that no one can use it and you can also write a text notification that will be visible to
the person who has his mobile phone. Possible uses: Fast-creating a password template in case you haven't tuned any lock pattern, password or contact screen alert type alert please return my cell phone, or if there is no intention to return it you are, the police is on the way to a full lock of the device, no one can access the internal files
Activate data removal Recommended to use this option in case there is no way to recover the mobile phone. This erases all data on the device, all media files, contacts, SD cards, calls, messages, apps and shared logs. In case you activate this option and the mobile phone does not have access to the Internet via Wi-Fi or mobile data as
soon as you have access to erase order will be activated remotely. If you want to use your phone again because you have restored it, you will need to re-enter your Gmail account details. However, this measure will protect you from any information theft and keep your privacy safe. Find a Google mobile phone (app) In addition to the
website that you have seen, you also have the ability to download a tracking app called Find My Device to track cell phone. This app can be used to search your mobile phone (Google lost mobile) through another mobile terminal. To get it very easily: With another terminal (from a friend or family member) access Google Play In the type of
search party find your cell phone or find a mobile phone on Gmail /device Notification, which has millions of downloads and the developer is the official company Google Inc. In the mobile version of the app has 10 million downloads and a good rating (called Find My Device) You can download it from here Continue to install and agree to
share information Enter Gmail account that you are associated with a stolen or lost cell phone you put the password of your Google Account Track mobile phone with Google, in case the location is not active. The place where it appears with the connection Use features that have been explained above to communicate with your cell phone
phone As tracking a free mobile phone online We showed you how a free cell phone tracker works through Google, however, we want to offer you more solutions to know how to track your mobile phone number online. As we always say, we have more control than we think. There are individuals who can find your position in a matter of
seconds being able to track your mobile phone number via GPS. How to track a cell phone with a number is a big question that many phone users ask themselves daily, understand cell phone tracking through one phone number. Can I enter the number on the page and find out the coordinates instantly? No, it's impossible to do outside,
but it can be done with apps or software that you install on your terminal. How to track your phone number with apps Each mobile locator has features that are integrated into the terminal, so you need to know the operating system, Android or iOS (most commonly used) first. How to track your mobile phone number - SeekDroid Cell
location with SeekDroid is already a reality, this app is perfect for those terminals that have been stolen. Among all the features that need to be highlighted: You can find a stolen mobile phone by placing it on a digital map Delete content that has a mobile phone sending remote messages to your phone to get an instant alert Stolen cell
phone tracking can be performed if the smartphone device with satellite GPS Other functions Now you will be able to find a cell phone when installing the app and monitor all activities that happen on the device. We recommend that you check how to track your mobile phone number with your own terminal, and this app, you will see the
movement of your device live. Track a free mobile phone online with the app - Iphone For the iOS operating system there are also apps for fast tracking stolen mobile phone, whether from friends, family or yours. With this type of software you will track your mobile phone until you find the exact address of it, obviously always with a slight
error in coordinates. One of the best features he offers is keeping track of all the action he did during the day. If the terminal had an internet connection, then it was able to record the data, in addition to having the GPS device integrated, something already normal that new mobile phones. Find a mobile phone gps with Life360 This mobile
program is considered one of the best apps that exist on the market. It can be used on all available operating systems. The app creates circles of famous people to geolocated information about each member of the circle. It is commonly used among friends, family, family, thematic group or children. With over 108,000 reviews on iTunes
this app will help you save your terminal and that of the people you love the most. Knowing how to track your phone you just need to set up the service correctly. Download the app: Life360 for iOS How to find a mobile phone on GPS from my mobile phone or whatever with Google we've seen how you can track a mobile phone with a
number just by having an active email account (Gmail). With your account on in the lost or lost terminal, you can access this email from another terminal remotely and use the Google Maps locator. Just ask a friend or family member for their device to log in with your email (the one you installed on the lost terminal) and install a tracking
app or free service explained in this tutorial. The conclusion about finding a phone Maybe with this service to find a cell phone by Gmail served you (or serves you in the future) to restore your current to the smartphone, these methods will allow you to track the cell phone stolen Gmail. You can also back up security and clone your cell
phone on your computer so you can recover all the data you had, even know who's calling me at any given time. With these 3 features you may be too limited, so it's best to use other, more personalized tracking features with specific apps, after all, Google's cell phone search is one of the most sought-after options by Google Play users.  
Find the mobile Gmail Free service Google allows you several features with a lost device: - Create an alarm clock - Lock device - Delete data for security You also have deadlines to check the last place where your phone was active. This option may interest you to track mobile imei with different methods. Methods.
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